INDUSTRY - STATE OF THE NATION

THE PACE OF CHANGE
The youngest human to stand on the moon (so far) was Charles Moss, the lunar module pilot of Apollo 16. Charlie had a wonderful claim: his father witnessed the Wright Brothers’ first flight at Kitty Hawk, and lived to see his son on the moon.

Does anything capture the speed of technological advance better than that? The whole of the history of powered flight in one lifetime.

Our industry can also seem like it is changing at a terrible speed. A year ago we were marking the 50th anniversary of IBC, reflecting that at the first exhibition – in my lifetime (by some margin) – cameras weighed 200kg, whereas today we carry them around in our shirt pockets.

Today the biggest shift affecting most of us is the trend to throw away our co-ax and move from SDI to IP connectivity. In truth most of us have only a passing knowledge of how SDI works, but could fit a BNC reasonably securely if push came to shove. IP for broadcast and media seems like magic.

And yet a lot of people who we know and respect tell us they know how to provision ethernet routers and design networks that will provide what we used to call broadcast quality performance, over cheap twisted pair cables. Indeed, there are installations around the world which are actually doing it for real.

It is pretty much standard practice today for outside broadcast trucks to be built on an IP architecture, not least because it saves a lot of weight. Installations are happening around the world: I recently heard of a software-defined playout centre in Kathmandu, Nepal. As an industry, we have long relied on SMPTE to provide the standardisation framework which allows us to just pick the equipment we fancy and expect it all to play nicely together. And recently, the good people of SMPTE have been working hard, creating a new family of standards – ST2110 – to describe interoperability for live production over IP networks.

Families…

I am always at pains to describe ST2110 as a family of standards, because the fact that it is a bundle is part of its attraction. ST2110-10, for example, defines the way that RTP – real-time protocol – is used to provide reference time across the network. That is neat not just because it means that everything gets timed up along the way so you can make clean cuts, but because it allows the elements of the signal to be split out.

ST2110-20 talks about how uncompressed video is delivered in an IP stream, 2110-30 covers the audio (essentially AES67, another great leap forward in standardisation) and 2110-40 is about ancillary data, like subtitles and other useful stuff. Because everything is tied together by the 2110 timestamp, if you only want to process part of the...
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to 4k Ultra HD using ST2110 then you need at least 25Gb ethernet (actually 40Gb ethernet is more readily available), whereas if you compressed the signals you could get it all through a consumer gigabit ethernet switch which would be much more cost effective.

Now I am no expert on any of this. But it seems to me that there are two fundamental issues here which would justify some serious debate.

Choosing the path

The first is the broadcast question. Do we originate in compressed or uncompressed formats? From the dawn of the television era to today, cameras have sent uncompressed video images to production switchers which have sent uncompressed programmes on to whatever is done to them. At that point we accept compression (not since pre-digital Betacam have we recorded uncompressed video).

Does it matter that we are now being told to take a retrograde step to work with less than perfect raw material? Each encoding and decoding will add latency: is that significant in our live production workflows? Anyone designing a system would have to make a cost/benefit analysis: will the reduction in costs in terms of switch capacity and storage justify the changes in working practices and (potentially) quality?

The second question is the network design question. Do we want to go for the lowest possible price, or do we want to use enterprise grade equipment to provide the reassurance that we are working with professional products? I have an eight port gigabit ethernet switch on my desk, which is flashing its lights happily at me. It cost me £28. I’m not sure I would want to run BBC1 through it, though.

I am not proposing any answers here. But it seems to me that these are two of the central, philosophical questions we need to tackle before we tread too much further down the path towards IP connected, broadcast quality infrastructures.

If you have thoughts, join the debate here.